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Abstract: Aiming at the output torque error of a steering gear electric load simulator caused by
excess torque and backlash interference, an electric load simulator based on double-motor loading is
designed. The double-motor loading mode is adopted in the structure, the mathematical model is
established, and the sources of excess torque and backlash interference are analyzed. In the control
strategy, firstly, a torque controller is designed as a feedback controller based on the improved error
symbol robust integral control method, and then a backlash interference compensator is designed
as a feedforward controller based on the drive redundancy strategy. Finally, a dual motor speed
synchronization controller is designed based on the improved cross coupling control method to
ensure the stable operation of the torque controller and backlash compensator in the dual-motor
system. The simulation results show that the compound control method can reduce the tracking
error to 1.13%, 4.44% less than the PID control method. The tracking error is only 1.54% in the case of
redundant torque, backlash, and different parameters of dual motors. The method proposed in this
paper can still output loading torque with high accuracy.

Keywords: electric loading system; redundant torque; RISE; dual-motor

1. Introduction

With the rise of electric vehicles and the development of driverless technology, people
have conducted more in-depth research on wheel motors and hub motors and have more
requirements for their performance. The electric load simulator of a steering gear is a
hardware in the loop simulation equipment that can simulate the torque of the steering
gear by the loading motor under laboratory conditions [1,2]. Testing the steering gear
by simulating the torque can not only avoid damage to the steering gear caused by the
traditional full object experiment, but also improve the controllability and repeatability of
the steering gear testing experiment [3,4]. Its load simulation function can also be used
in the motor test, which can comprehensively test the motor performance before the full
physical experiment, so as to save money and shorten the research and development cycle.

Since the steering gear is directly connected to the loading motor, the redundant torque
caused by the active motion of the steering gear and the nonlinear disturbance between the
mechanical structures will affect the accuracy of the load simulator’s output loading torque,
thus affecting the reliability of the system’s experimental results [5,6]. Therefore, the key
problem of load simulator research is to study the disturbance of load torque caused by
redundant torque and nonlinear disturbance and to restrain it.

The traditional load simulator uses PID control, but the PID control can not suppress the
redundant moment, and the output moment accuracy is low. Gu et al. introduced a cerebellar
model articulation controller (CMAC) to tune the parameters of the PD controller [7]. The
experimental results show that the trained neural network controller can realize self-tuning
and improve the output moment accuracy at the same time. On this basis, Bo et al. proposed
a semi-fuzzy CMAC controller, which saved storage space and reduced computational load,
compressed storage space, improved computational speed, and smoothed CMAC output [8].
Dai et al. proposed a composite controller based on inversion sliding mode control design.
Based on the idea of inversion design, the electric load simulator was decomposed into a
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load moment subsystem and a permanent magnet synchronous motor drive subsystem, and
a proportional approach sliding mode control law and nonsingular terminal sliding mode
control law were designed, respectively [9]. Experiments show that it is more robust than
the improved PID control. Wang et al. designed a proportional resonance control design
controller for high-frequency loading problems [10]. Experiments show that the controller
can still achieve high-precision loading of loading moments under high-frequency preset
moment conditions. Liu et al. used the swarm intelligence algorithm to set parameters
of the active disturbance rejection controller, and used the improved whale optimization
algorithm to adjust parameters of the controller [11]. The simulation shows that the method
can suppress the interference of the extra moment on the loading moment. Liu et al., based
on linear active disturbance rejection control, designed an ELS inner loop controller based
on an electromechanical model by measuring the torque to reduce the complexity of the
estimator [12]. A phase-locked loop observer is introduced to suppress the negative effects
of measurement errors so as to obtain good residual torque suppression performance and
control system dynamic characteristics. As the load simulator works periodically, iterative
learning control (ILC) is applied to the electric load simulator. Niu et al. designed an
improved ILC with sinusoidal cycle iteration [13]. Experiments show that this method can
effectively suppress the unwanted moment interference. In a load simulator with time delay,
Dai et al. applied an iterative learning PID controller. By iteratively adjusting the amount
of control without modeling and analyzing the time delay, the experiment proves that this
method can effectively improve the control accuracy [14]. The nonlinear interference of
the system includes friction and backlash, and researchers are paying more attention to the
suppression of friction. Li Cheng-cheng and others proposed an improved cuckoo algorithm,
and the experiment proved that the method can effectively identify each parameter in the
friction model [15]. Pan Wei-dong and others proposed to use the genetic algorithm to
identify friction model parameters, and realized the suppression of friction and excess
torque through friction feedforward compensation and variable gain PID [16].

It can be seen from the above analysis that reference [9–12] requires accurate model
parameters of the system when designing the controller. However, due to the problems of
output lag and mechanical structure coupling of load simulator, it is difficult to establish
an accurate mathematical model. Therefore, control methods such as [13–15], which
only require system input and output data, are more suitable for solving the output
accuracy problem of the load simulator, and the existing research mainly focuses on friction
suppression, and the research on backlash interference in nonlinear interference is relatively
small. How to reduce the influence of backlash interference on the output torque is also an
urgent problem in the research of load simulators.

Robust integral of signal of error (RISE) control is a data-driven control method that has a
simple structure and can control the system without the need for detailed system parameters
and modeling. It has been widely used in underwater vehicles, automatic flight systems,
multi-robot system trajectory tracking, and other fields [17–23]. In order to improve the
loading accuracy and dynamic performance of the load simulator under the interference of
redundant torque and backlash, a dual-motor loading structure is designed, and a composite
control strategy suitable for this structure is proposed. Based on the improved RISE control
and drive redundancy strategy, the interference of redundant torque and backlash on the
loading torque are solved, respectively, and the system output accuracy is improved. On this
basis, a dual-motor speed synchronization controller is designed to ensure the stable operation
of the system, and the effectiveness of the control strategy is proved through experiments.

This paper presents a new type of load simulator with a dual-motor structure. The
dual-motor structure can effectively suppress the interference of backlash to the load
simulator. At the same time, combined with the improved RISE controller and the dual-
motor synchronous controller, high-precision torque loading can still be achieved when the
parameters of dual motors are different.

The rest of this article consists of the following: In Section 2, an introduction to
the working principle of the electric load simulator and the dual-motor load simulator
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is presented. In Section 3, The mathematical model of the dual-motor load simulator
is presented. In Section 4, in order to suppress load moment tracking errors caused by
different parameters of redundant torques, teeth gaps, and dual motors, the control methods
presented in this paper are presented in detail. Section 5 concludes the simulation results
and presents directions for future work.

2. Working Principle of Electric Load Simulator and Dual-Motor Load Simulator

The traditional single-motor load simulator structure consists of the loading part
and the tested steering gear part, as shown in Figure 1. When the system is running, the
industrial personal computer (IPC) outputs the preset torque signal to the loading part,
and the signal is processed by the motor controller and motor driver to drive the loading
motor to output torque to the tested steering gear. At the same time, the IPC collects the
speed signal and torque signal of the tested steering gear under the influence of the loading
torque to evaluate the performance of the steering gear.
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Figure 1. Single-motor electric load simulator system structure.

The backlash interference in the system will cause the output lag, and then affect
the accuracy of the loading torque. The traditional single-shaft drive system of the load
simulator with backlash compensation method cannot completely eliminate the impact of
backlash. The dual-shaft drive structure can not only share the load through the joint drive
of two motors, but also eliminate the impact of backlash on the system output through
electromechanical control [24]. Therefore, the load simulator of the dual-motor driving
steering gear is proposed, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Dual-motor electric load simulator system structure.

Compared with the traditional single-motor load simulator, the dual-motor load
simulator has two improvements:

(1) The torque loading part is changed from single-motor to double-motor. It can not
only share the loading task with two motors, but also restrain the interference caused
by backlash with the dual-motor drive redundancy algorithm.

(2) The loading torque is not directly output to the tested steering gear. Instead, the
resultant torque is first output through the gear structure. The schematic diagram of
the gear drive is shown in Figure 3. The two small gears rotate at the same time and
push the big gear to rotate together. The big gear is connected with the metal rubber
buffer spring and outputs the simulated hinge torque to the tested steering gear.
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Here is how the dual-motor load simulator works:

(1) The industrial computer outputs the preset torque signal to the motor controller of
each motor, and the control signal makes each loading motor output the loading
torque to the gear through the motor driver.

(2) The two pinions jointly drive the big gear to rotate, and the combined loading torque
is output to the tested steering gear through the metal rubber buffer spring.

(3) The IPC independently controls the movement of the tested steering gear and receives
the steering gear sensor signal to evaluate the performance of the steering gear, and
completes the steering gear test experiment.

3. Mathematical Model of Dual Motor Load Simulator

Due to the coupling between the loading motor and the tested steering gear, it is difficult
to model the system of the steering gear electric load simulator. The existing mathematical
models are traditional single-motor models, and there is no dual-motor loading load simulator.
Therefore, in order to realize the ability of the load simulator to simulate the complex air
torque in actual work, it is necessary to establish a mathematical model of the load simulator
according to the dual-motor loading characteristics, analyze the mechanism of excess torque
generation and the mechanism of backlash interference, and provide a reliable source of
information for the design of the controller. Compared with the traditional electric load
simulator of the steering gear, two improvements are proposed in modeling:

(1) The structure of the double-motor load simulator is established, and the gear con-
nection structure is introduced to model and analyze it. At the same time, irrelevant
factors such as viscous friction coefficient are ignored. The influence of redundant
torque and backlash interference on the loading torque are highlighted;

(2) The metal rubber buffer spring is introduced into the system to improve the connection
between the loading motor and the tested steering gear. Compared with the commonly
used spring rod structure, the buffer spring can realize continuous loading with
variable stiffness and has better practical value.

Considering the difference in motor parameters in the dual-motor structure, the
subscript n is used to represent various parameters of different motors. Considering that
the load element in the load simulator is a DC brush torque motor, the formula of the motor
armature circuit voltage balance and motor torque balance is{

KTnin = (Jn + Jjn)
..
θn + Bn

.
θn + Msn

Un = inRn + Ln
.
in + Cen

.
θn

n = 1, 2
(1)

where
..
θn and

.
θn are the second derivative and the first derivative of the nth motor output

angle, respectively. KTn, in, Jn, Jjn, Bn are the torque coefficient of the nth motor, armature
current, moment of inertia of the nth motor, moment of inertia of the nth reducer, and
equivalent viscous friction coefficient of the nth motor, respectively. Msn is the elastic
torque between the nth motor shaft and the pinion. Un, Rn, Ln, Cen are the armature
voltage, armature resistance, armature inductance, and back EMF coefficient of the nth
motor, respectively.
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The pinion torque balance formula and speed are expressed as
θn = θsn

Msn = Jsn
..
θsn + Bsn

.
θsn + Msbn

Msbn = Ktn(θsn − Ibθb) + Cbn(
.
θsn − Ib

.
θb)

n = 1, 2

(2)

where θsn, Msbn are the angle of the pinion and the elastic moment between the big and small
gears, respectively; Bsn, Ktn, Cbn are, respectively, the viscous friction coefficient of the nth pinion,
the elastic coefficient between the nth pinion and the big gear, and the damping coefficient between
the nth pinion and the big gear; Ib is the transmission ratio of the big and small gears.

The torque balance formula of the large gear is expressed as

M = Ib(Msb1 + Msb2) (3)

M− D2 = Jb
..
θb + Bb

.
θb (4)

where M is the torque of the big gear; Jb, Bb are, respectively, the moment of inertia and
viscous friction coefficient of the big gear. D2 is the surplus force caused by the active
motion of the steering gear.

By introducing Equation (2) into Equation (1), we can obtain

Un = inRn + Ln
·
in + Cen

.
θsn (5)

KTnin = (Jn + Jjn)
..
θn + Bn

.
θn + Jsn

..
θsn + Bsn

.
θsn + Msbn (6)

According to Equation (6),

KTnin =
..
θsn(Jn + Jjn + Jsn) +

.
θsn(Bn + Bsn) + Ktn(θsn − Ibθb) + Cbn(

·
θsn − Ib

·
θb) (7)

Let Jn + Jjn + Jsn = Jcn, Bn + Bsn = Bcn, KTn = Kcn.
Ignoring the viscous friction between gears, Equation (7) can be changed into

Jcn
..
θsn + Bcn

.
θsn + Ktn(θsn − Ibθb) = Kcnin (8)

In conclusion, the mathematical model of the double-motor electric load simulator
without backlash can be obtained as follows:

U1 = i1R1 + L
·
i1 + Ce1

.
θs1

U2 = i2R2 + L
·
i2 + Ce2

.
θs2

Kc1i1 = Jc1
..
θs1 + Bc1

.
θs1 + Kt1(θs1 − Ibθb)

Kc2i2 = Jc2
..
θs2 + Bc2

.
θs2 + Kt2(θs2 − Ibθb)

Jb
..
θb + Bb

.
θb + D = Ib(Kt1(θs1 − Ibθb) + Kt2(θs2 − Ibθb))

n = 1, 2

(9)

The commonly used mathematical models of backlash in transmission system can be
divided into three categories: the hysteresis model, dead zone model, and vibration impact
model. The dead zone model not only considers the influence of system damping, but also
ignores the nonlinear time-varying parameters, which is most suitable for describing the
characteristics of the backlash of the load simulator system. The mathematical expression
of the backlash dead zone model is

T( f (t)) =


f (t)− ∆ t ≥ ∆
0 −∆ < t < ∆
f (t) + ∆ t ≤ −∆

(10)
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where ∆ is the width of the backlash. It means that the width of the backlash is within the
range of the backlash, and the system has no position output, so it is called the dead zone
model of the backlash. f (t) is the system outputs value before the backlash, and T(f (t)) is
the actual output value after the backlash. In the double-motor electric load simulator, the
backlash exists between the big and small gears, which can be obtained from Equation (9):{

Kc1i1 = Jc1
..
θs1 + Bc1

.
θs1 + T(Kt1(θs1 − Ibθb))

Kc2i2 = Jc2
..
θs2 + Bc2

.
θs2 + T(Kt2(θs2 − Ibθb))

(11)

According to Equations (9) and (10), the mathematical model of the double-motor
electric load simulator with clearance is

U1 = i1R1 + L
·
i1 + Ce1

.
θs1

U2 = i2R2 + L
·
i2 + Ce2

.
θs2

Kc1i1 = Jc1
..
θs1 + Bc1

.
θs1 + T(Kt1(θs1 − Ibθb))

Kc2i2 = Jc2
..
θs2 + Bc2

.
θs2 + T(Kt2(θs2 − Ibθb))

Jb
..
θb + Bb

.
θb + D = Ib(Kt1(θs1 − Ibθb)+

Kt2(θs2 − Ibθb))

(12)

The metal rubber buffer spring is arranged between the steering gear and the gear
mechanism, which can suppress high-frequency interference torque. The torque of the
steering gear is essentially the elastic torque formed by the metal rubber buffer spring due
to the angular displacement difference on both sides. Therefore, ignoring factors such as
spring mass and damping coefficient, the metal rubber buffer spring is modeled as

Tl = Kl × (θb − θr) (13)

where Tl is the output torque of the metal rubber buffer spring, Kl is the spring elasticity
coefficient, θr and is the steering gear rotation angle. By combining Equation(12) and
Equation(13), the system structure diagram can be obtained as shown in Figure 4. θs1 and
θs2 are the rotation angles of little gears, θb is the rotation angle of the big gears. Tl is the
output torque of the load simulator.
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4. Control Strategy Design of Dual-Motor Load Simulator

Based on the mathematical modeling of the dual-motor load simulator, in order to
improve the accuracy of the system loading torque and suppress backlash interference,
this paper proposes a composite controller based on torque control backlash compensation
speed synchronization. The overall control structure is shown in Figure 5. The torque
control is realized by improving the RISE controller. On this basis, the backlash compensator
based on the drive redundancy control method is used to eliminate backlash interference
and further improve the output accuracy of the system. Finally, the torque controller
and backlash compensator can be guaranteed to operate stably in the dual-motor system
through the dual-motor synchronous controller.
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Figure 5. System control structure diagram.

Compared with traditional controllers, there are three innovations:

(1) Aiming at the problem of system output torque control, the controller is designed
based on the improved RISE control strategy. The RISE controller is improved by
combining the dimension-matching criterion of the self-coupling PID and the adaptive
symbolic integration, which simplifies the parameter-tuning process and improves
the tracking effect.

(2) Aiming at the problem of backlash interference, a backlash compensator is designed
based on the dual-motor drive redundancy strategy. Based on the analysis of the gen-
erating link of the backlash, the system preset is used as the input of the compensator,
and the backlash interference is compensated by changing the output direction of the
dual motors in turn.

(3) Aiming at the problem of asynchronous running speed of dual motors caused by
the difference of dual-motor parameters, a synchronization controller is designed
based on cross-coupling control to ensure the synchronous running of the dual-motor
system. The tracking differentiator is used to eliminate noise and interference, and
the improved RISE control strategy is combined to ensure the speed synchronization
of the two motors in operation.

The preset value of the single-motor load simulator system is set as xr, the actual
output value of the system is set as x, and the error expression of the system is defined as

e1 = xr − x (14)
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where xr is the preset value, x is the feedback value, and e1 is the tracking error. Define the
auxiliary error expression as 

e2 =
.
e1 + e1

...
en =

.
en−1 + en−1 + en−2

(15)

The RISE controller is defined as

u(t) = ken +
∫ t

0
(kαen + βsgn(en))dτ (16)

where k, α, β are all positive scalars. The symbolic function sgn(x) expression is

sgn(x) =


1 x > 0
0 x = 0
−1 x < 0

(17)

According to the above definition, the controller of the single-motor load simulator is
designed, n is taken as 2, and the design controller input is

u(t) = ke2 +
∫ t

0
(kαe2 + βsgn(e2))dτ (18)

For RISE control, the following two innovations are proposed.

(1) Based on the dimension-matching principle of self-coupling PID control, the paper
improves it. In RISE control, parameters, k, α, β are independent parameters. There is
no universal tuning method in parameter tuning. According to the physical attributes
in the control link, each parameter can be regarded as a unified whole through the
dimension-matching mechanism. It can not only simplify the parameter adjustment
process, but also optimize the control effect by making use of the internal connection
of each link [25]. References [26,27] proved through experiments that the improved
control method of the dimension-matching criterion has better anti-interference and
better control performance than the original algorithm. Analyzing the physical sig-
nificance of each link in RISE control: In RISE control, both the actual output and
the preset output are assumed to be generalized displacements with the dimensional
attribute of generalized displacements.

1. ke2 can be written to k
.
e1 + ke1. ke1 is a generalized displacement error. Its

dimension attribute is a generalized displacement, temporarily recorded as m.
k

.
e1 is the differential of the generalized displacement, with the dimensional

attribute of the generalized velocity, temporarily recorded as m/s.
2.

∫ t
0 (kαe2)dτ can be written to

∫
k

.
e1dτ +

∫
ke1dτ. The dimension attribute of∫

k
.
e1dτ generalized displacement is temporarily recorded as m.

∫
ke1dτ has

the dimension attribute of generalized displacement · second, temporarily
recorded as m · s.

3.
∫ t

0 βsgn(e2)dτ is dimensionless, considering that the symbolic integral functions
in the controller can quickly make the error return to 0 through the symbolic
function in case of small error, similar to the role of differential term in general
control. Therefore, the dimensional attribute with generalized velocity is defined.

4. Introduce the speed factor (dimension is 1/s) into the RISE controller and rewrite
the controller expression as follows

u(t) = 3z2
c · e2 + zc

3 ·
∫ t

0
e2dτ + z2

c ·
∫ t

0
sgn(e2)dτ (19)
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In the improved formula, each part of the sum has the highest dimension at-
tribute. It can be seen from reference [28] that this method has global stability in
the third-order system when the speed factor is greater than 0.

(2) Variable Parameter Control Based on Sigmoid Function

In the initial stage of control, the error term and the symbolic integral term of the
classical RISE controller act at the same time, causing the system error to oscillate at the
beginning of control. An adaptive factor is introduced to improve the symbolic function,
which weakens the role of the symbolic function in the initial stage of control. When the
control error decreases, the symbolic function control role is increased to deal with external
interference and small errors. The improved controller expression is

u(t) = 3z2
c · e2 + zc

3 ·
∫ t

0 e2dτ

+z2
c ·

∫ t
0 sgn(e2)dτ · e−β|e2|

(20)

where β is a positive integer to adjust the effect of the sign integral at the initial stage
of control.

According to the modeling analysis of the backlash dead zone, the backlash interfer-
ence is maximum under the following two conditions when the system is running:

(1) When the direction of the output torque of the system changes, the indirect contact
surface of the gear will also change, and the backlash interference will be formed in
the process of changing the contact surface.

(2) When the system is started, the gear contact surface may change and the backlash
interference may be formed.

The principle of eliminating backlash interference is to control the gear to be close to
the contact surface as much as possible during steering and startup, so as to reduce the time
for switching the contact surface. The drive redundancy method is based on this principle
to eliminate the influence of backlash by applying opposite bias torque to two groups of
motors with the same load in the backlash process. The principle of the drive redundancy
backlash interference compensator is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of drive redundancy control. (a) Motor torque diagram; (b) Schematic
diagram of offset force.

Take the system preset input as the input of backlash interference compensator. When
the system is not in the starting or reversing state, that is, the system preset signal is greater
than |e2|, the backlash compensator controls the two motors to output the same bias torque,
that is, section AB of Figure 6a. At this time, the resultant torque is 0, without the backlash
compensation effect, and the backlash compensator does not work.
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When the preset torque enters the steering phase, that is e1 ∼ e2, –e2 ∼ –e1, Figure 6b,
the controller controls one of the motors to output the reverse torque first, as shown in the
BCF section of Figure 6a, and then the second motor to achieve torque steering, as shown in
the BCD section of Figure 6a. During this period, during this period, the output torques of
the two motors are in opposite directions, and the two gears seize the big gear to avoid the
output dead zone caused by backlash interference during torque steering, so as to realize
the compensation for backlash interference.

The range of action of the backlash is set as (−e2, e2), the range of action of the
maximum bias force is set as (−e1, e1), and the mathematical description of the backlash
compensation controller is set as follows:

f =


0 |e| > e2

me
e1−e2

e1 < e < e2
me

e2−e1
−e2 < e < −e1

m |e| < e1

(21)

Due to the dual-motor structure, on the one hand, due to the influence of parameters
and armature voltage fluctuations, the speed of the dual motors is different. On the other
hand, there must be a process of asynchronous speed between the two motors in the process
of backlash compensation, so it is necessary to quickly restore the speed synchronization
of the two motors after the completion of backlash compensation, otherwise the normal
operation of the dual-motor system will be affected.

Cross-coupling control is selected as the synchronization control method of the dual
motors. In terms of the synchronization index, since there are angular velocity sensors in
the electric load simulator, the respective angular velocity of the two motors is selected as
the index of speed synchronization control. The cross-coupling control structure is shown
in Figure 7. After the speed difference of the motor, it is controlled by the speed synchro-
nization controller. This method not only reduces the speed error between two motors, but
Also, when one motor output torque is disturbed, it can be adjusted quickly to keep the
two motors synchronized.
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The speed synchronization controller is designed based on the improved RISE control.
The RISE controller, which contains a symbolic function and higher derivative, is not
suitable for motor speed control with large value, fast change, and easy disturbance. In
view of this problem, two improvements are proposed for RISE control:
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(1) A tracking differentiator is added to track the motor speed signal as the input of
the RISE controller. The tracking differentiator obtains the tracking signal and its
derivative through the fastest synthesis function, which can effectively filter out
noise and high-order interference. The mathematical expression of the tracking
differentiator is 

x1(k + 1) = x1(k) + h ∗ x2(k)
x2(k + 1) = x2(k)+

h ∗ f han(x1(k)− v, x2(k), r, h0)
(22)

The f han() function is as follows:

f han(x1(k)− v, x2(k), r, h0) =

d = rh2; a0 = hx2; y = x1 + a0
a1 =

√
d2 + 8d|y|

a2 = a0 + sign(y)(a1 − d)/2
sy = [sign(y + d)− sign(y− d)]/2
a = (a0 + y− a2)sy + a2
sa = [sign(a + d)− sign(a− d)]/2
f han = −r[a/d− sign(a)]sa − rsign(a)

(23)

(2) The sign function in the RISE controller is replaced with the limiting function. Sym-
bolic functions enable the controller to quickly adjust the output within small errors
and ranges. The sign function is improved into a continuous limiting function, The
output of sat (e2) will not have a sudden change, which is more conducive to speed
synchronization control. The improved controller is

u(t) = ke2 +
∫ t

0
(kαe2 + βsat(e2))dτ (24)

5. Results and Discussion

The electric load simulator model of double motors is established on the Matlab/Simulink
platform, and the same parameters are used for double motors. The parameters are as fol-
lows: R = 4.32, L = 0.005, Ce = 3.6, J = 0.12. The experiment is divided into three groups.
The traditional PID controller, the RISE controller, and the improved RISE controller are
used, respectively, to carry out the surplus force suppression experiment. The traditional
PID control parameters are P = 100, D = 10, I = 2. The control parameters of RISE controller
are 40, 5, and 5.

The experiment is divided into three groups: in the first group, the preset signal of the
loading motor is sin(15t) and the loading gradient is 100 Nm/(◦); in the second group, the
second group preset signal is sin(15t) and the loading gradient is set to 200 Nm/(◦); in the
third group, the preset signal of the loading motor is sin(30t) and the loading gradient is
100 Nm/(◦). The formula of the torque preset value is:

Torque preset value = preset signal × Loading gradient

The torque tracking effect and error in the experiment are shown in Figures 8 and 9
and Table 1.
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Table 1. Torque loading data.

Control Method Frequency/(Hz) Loading
Gradient/(N·m/(◦)) Amplitude/(N·m) Error of Amplitude/%

PID controller
15 100 105.37 5.37
15 200 211.63 5.57
10 200 206.66 2.83

RISE controller
15 100 97.69 2.31
15 200 194.53 2.73
10 200 197.06 1.46

Improved RISE
controller

15 100 98.86 1.13
15 200 196.94 1.53
10 200 198.46 0.77

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of Figure 9 and
Table 1 of Figure 8:

(1) Under the same loading frequency, the tracking error of the RISE controller is better
by changing the loading gradient. When the loading frequency is 15Hz, the loading
gradient is changed to 100 Nm/(◦) and 200 Nm/(◦), and the error of the improved
RISE controller is 1.13% and 1.70%, which is far lower than the former two control
methods. Under the conditions of 15Hz and 200 Nm/(◦), the tracking error of the
improved RISE controller is 72.5% and 44.0% lower than that of PID controller and
RISE controller, respectively.

(2) Change the frequency of the preset signalunder the same loading gradient condition
200 Nm/(◦). The tracking error effect of the improved RISE controller is still the
best, and the error at 10:00 is only 0.77%. Compared with the PID controller and
RISE controller, the tracking error is reduced by 72.8% and 47.3%, respectively, and
the effect is significantly improved. When the system is started, the improved RISE
controller has no error peak, which proves that the adaptive integral factor plays a
role in improving the accuracy.

The experimental results show that the improved RISE controller can effectively
improve the control effect and achieve the torque control requirements in the dual-motor
load simulator.

Influence of Backlash and Dual Motor Parameters on Control Error

In this experiment, different parameters are used for dual motors. The parameters of
motor 1 remain unchanged, and are still R1 = 4.32, L1 = 0.005, Ce1 = 3.6, and J1 = 0.12.
The motor 2 parameters are set as R2 = 4.4, L2 = 0.005, Ce2 = 3.6, and J2 = 0.08. A
backlash compensator and a speed synchronization controller are introduced. Set the preset
value of the loading motor as sin(15t), set the loading gradient as 200 Nm/(◦), and add the
backlash interference with a dead zone length of 5◦. The preset value of the loading motor
is set to sin(15t), and the dead band length of 5 is added, respectively, when the loading
gradient is 200 Nm/(◦). The backlash interference of the tracking error of the system is
shown in Figure 10 and Table 2.
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Table 2. Tracking error of different backlash.

Controller Method Error of
Amplitude/(N·m)

Error of
Amplitude/%

Error of
Amplitude/(N·m)

PID controller 13.21 6.61 13.21
RISE controller 7.21 3.61 7.21
Improved RISE

controller 6.24 3.12 6.24

It can be seen from the comprehensive analysis in Figure 10 and Table 2 that the
introduction of backlash interference and the difference between the parameters of dual
motors will lead to an increase in the error of the system during operation to the effect of
backlash interference. The error is the largest when the output torque changes direction
and the system starts, which is consistent with the analysis results of the backlash in the
previous article.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of Figures 11 and 12 and
Tables 3 and 4:

(1) After compensating the system backlash interference, the system loading torque track-
ing error decreases by 52% and 57%. It is proved that the offset force compensation
method can effectively eliminate the influence of backlash on tracking error in dual-
motor system. The offset force compensation has an excellent inhibition effect for
different backlash.

(2) Under different backlash conditions, the cross-coupling control strategy improved
by tracking differentiator can keep the speed synchronization of the two motors.
According to the tracking error curve, the response time of the system is accelerated,
and the speed error is reduced by 62.1% and 61.2%, which proves that the improved
algorithm can effectively control the smooth synchronous operation of dual motors.

(3) According to the analysis in Tables 1 and 4, the proposed composite control strategy of
the loading torque controller backlash compensator speed synchronization controller
can achieve high-precision output of system loading torque under the conditions
of redundant torque disturbance, backlash dead zone disturbance, and dual-motor
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parameter difference in the aircraft steering gear electric load simulator with dual-
motor loading structure.
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Figure 12. Loading torque tracking error curve after adding backlash compensator and speed
synchronization controller.
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Table 3. Tracking error of clearance compensation.

Control Method Length of Backlash Error of
Amplitude/(N·m)

Error of
Amplitude/%

Uncompensated
clearance,

asynchronous speed

0 3.40 1.70
5 6.23 3.12

10 7.24 3.62

Compensation
clearance,

synchronous speed

0 2.93 1.46
5 2.94 1.47

10 3.08 1.54

Table 4. Velocity error of different backlash.

Control Method Length of Backlash Speed/(m/s) Error of Speed/%

No speed
synchronization

5 183.7 2.96
10 182.3 2.97

Speed
synchronization

5 70 1.12
10 70.7 1.15

At this time, the speed error comparison of dual motors is shown in Table 4.

6. Conclusions

(1) The electric load simulator of an aircraft steering gear loaded with two motors is
designed, which can output the loading torque through the cooperation of two mo-
tors. A compound control strategy consisting of torque control feedback, backlash
compensation feedforward, and cross-coupling speed synchronization control of dual
motors is proposed.

(2) Compared with the conventional PID controller, the proposed compound control
strategy can achieve the accurate output of analog torque, and the error is only 1.13%
when there is only the disturbance of redundant torque. The tracking error is only
1.54% under the conditions of redundant torque, backlash interference, and different
parameters of dual motors. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the
proposed control strategy.

In the subsequent work, the influence of the redundant torque caused by the more
complex steering gear signal on the load simulator will be studied, and the redundant
torque signal will be classified and summarized on the mathematical level. The difficulty
of the dual-motor system is the bandwidth of the system under different motor parameters,
which is what we need to study later.
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